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ABSTRACT Hydration effects on protein dynamics were investigated by comparing the frequency dependence of the
calculated neutron scattering spectra between full and minimal hydration states at temperatures between 100 and 300 K. The
protein boson peak is observed in the frequency range 1–4 meV at 100 K in both states. The peak frequency in the minimal
hydration state shifts to lower than that in the full hydration state. Protein motions with a frequency higher than 4 meV were
shown to undergo almost harmonic motion in both states at all temperatures simulated, whereas those with a frequency lower
than 1 meV dominate the total fluctuations above 220 K and contribute to the origin of the glass-like transition. At 300 K, the
boson peak becomes buried in the quasielastic contributions in the full hydration state but is still observed in the minimal
hydration state. The boson peak is observed when protein dynamics are trapped within a local minimum of its energy surface.
Protein motions, which contribute to the boson peak, are distributed throughout the whole protein. The fine structure of the
dynamics structure factor is expected to be detected by the experiment if a high resolution instrument (,;20 meV) is developed
in the near future.

INTRODUCTION

The boson peak is a broad peak found in the low frequency

region (1–4 meV) of inelastic incoherent neutron and Raman

scattering spectra of many glassy materials, such as glass-

forming liquids (1), polymers (2), and biological macro-

molecules (3–9), at cryogenic temperatures below ;200 K.

As the temperature rises, the boson peak shifts to a lower

frequency and becomes buried in the quasielastic contribu-

tions. Moreover, the protein boson peak shifts to higher

frequencies upon hydration (5,9); hence, solvent molecules

are implicated in the origin of the peak.

A peak corresponding to the boson peak has also been found

in simulation studies of hydrated proteins (10–14). Our mo-

lecular dynamics (MD) simulation study of proteins in water

has revealed that the structured water molecules around a

protein molecule increase the number of local minima in the

protein energy landscape (15,16), which in turn plays a key

role in the origin of the boson peak (12). The peak appears

when the protein dynamics are trapped within a local energy

minimum at cryogenic temperatures. This trapping causes

very low frequency collective motions to shift to higher fre-

quencies. Among the thousands of degrees of freedom of a

protein molecule involved with dynamics, only 5% of these

need to be considered to understand the origin of the protein

boson peak.

The ‘‘dynamical’’ or ‘‘glass-like’’ transition is another

temperature-dependent phenomenon of protein dynamics,

which is significantly affected by hydration levels. It is

characterized as an increase in the atomic mean-square

fluctuations, ÆDr2æ; at a temperature above ;200 K. This

phenomenon has been detected by various experimental

techniques, such as x-ray crystallography (17–19), Möss-

bauer spectroscopy (20,21), and incoherent neutron scatter-

ing (4,9,22–25). This increase has been interpreted as a result

of a transition in protein dynamics from harmonic to diffusive

anharmonic motions. The glass-like transition in protein was

shown to be suppressed in ‘‘dry’’ protein (4,9,24). Interest-

ingly a correspondence between the glass-like transition and

the onset of protein activity has been reported, e.g., below the

transition temperature, ribonuclease A is unable to bind lig-

and in its active site (18), and bacteriorhodopsin in a purple

membrane is unable to proceed proton pumping (4). It im-

plies that protein function requires activation of diffusive

anharmonic motions. Collective motions are often inferred to

be important for protein function (26), and a small number of

anharmonic collective motions is considered to dominate the

total fluctuations (27,28). To find the functionally relevant

motions and to gain insight into the protein energy landscape,

it is useful to determine collective motions from molecular

simulation results by principal component analysis (PCA)

(28,29).
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Solvent mobility, or the translational dynamics of water, was

shown to be the dominant factor in determining protein fluc-

tuations by MD simulations (30–33). Powder samples are

commonly used in neutron experiments on biomolecules

(3–9). Molecular interactions between proteins should be

considered as well as those between protein and solvent to

interpret the results of neutron scattering experiments. MD

simulations with crystal and pseudopowder models at cryo-

genic temperature are employed to study the origin of the

protein boson peak (11,13,14). In this work we perform MD

simulations of crystalline Staphylococcal nuclease (SNase) for

‘‘wet’’ and ‘‘dry’’ samples at six temperatures ranging from

100 to 300 K and compare the frequency dependence of protein

dynamics. First we show that the calculated spectra are in good

agreement with those of the experiment (9). Then we confirm

that our previous observation on the origin of the protein boson

peak, in which the trapping of protein dynamics plays a key

role (12), is also applicable to the simulation results. Finally we

discuss the difference in the frequency dependence of protein

dynamics between full hydration state (FHS) and minimal

hydration state (MHS) as a function of temperature.

METHODS

Simulation

The results presented here were obtained from constant temperature and

pressure MD simulations of the crystalline SNase at six temperatures ranging

from 100 to 300 K using the program AMBER9 PMEMD (34). By assuming a

powder state as an ensemble of microcrystals, the simulation conditions

mimic the powder state of our neutron scattering experiment of SNase (9). The

crystal structure of SNase (Protein Data Bank code: 1STN; 149 residues) was

used as the initial structure of the simulations. The simulated systems were

constructed to imitate the crystal unit cell, which has a space group symmetry

of P41. Both the minimal and full hydration systems contained four protein

models in the simulated box. The system in MHS contains only 332 crystal

water molecules (included as D2O) and counterions (32 chloride ions) as a

solvent, which mimics a ‘‘dry’’ state realized under experimental conditions,

assuming these water molecules stick to the protein even after lyophilization.

FHS is designed to mimic a fully solvated ‘‘wet’’ protein in a microcrystalline

state by filling the gaps in the initial structure of MHS with D2O (1832

molecules total). Exchangeable protons in the systems were exchanged to

deuterium as in ordinary neutron scattering experiments. The hydration levels

of MHS and FHS are h¼ 0.09 and h¼ 0.49 g D2O/g protein, respectively. The

simulation systems in MHS and FHS contain 10,608 and 15,108 atoms in

total, respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were used, and nonbonded

interactions were calculated by the particle mesh Ewald method. The

AMBER ff99 force field (35) and TIP3P water model (36) were employed.

MD simulations of MHS and FHS were initiated by 3-ns runs to equili-

brate the system to 300 K and 1 bar and gradually relax the restraints. From

the equilibrated structures at 3 ns, the system was quenched to 100 K. Raising

the temperature from 100 K, simulations were subsequently performed at

140, 180, 220, 260, and 300 K using the structure obtained at the end of the

previous temperature simulation. Simulation at each temperature consisted of

a 1-ns equilibration run and a 10-ns production run. Each 10-ns trajectory

was stored at every 80-fs and was divided into five 2-ns trajectories, and

physical quantities (neutron scattering spectra, mean-square fluctuations,

etc.) were calculated as the average of the results from the five 2-ns trajec-

tories. This simulation result was also employed for the analysis of hydration

dependence of glass-like transition (46).

Inelastic neutron scattering spectra

Neutron scattering experiments essentially measure the total dynamic structure

factor, S(Q,v), in which Q and v correspond to the momentum and energy

transfers between incident neutron and sample, respectively. We calculate the

incoherent dynamic structure factor, Sinc(Q,v), as the Fourier transform of a

time correlation function, i.e., the intermediate scattering function, Iinc(Q,t):

SincðQ;vÞ ¼
1

2p

Z 1N

�N

dt expð�ivtÞIincðQ; tÞ (1)

IincðQ; tÞ ¼ +
a

b
2

inc;aÆexpð�iQ � Drað0ÞÞexpðiQ � DraðtÞÞæ:

(2)

Here, binc,a and Dra(t) are the incoherent atomic scattering length and an

instantaneous deviation of position vector of atom a from its average position

at time t, respectively. It should be noted that we took into account the

contribution from all the nuclei in the system in this work although some of

the preceding computational works considered only protons. The functions

Iinc(Q,t) and Sinc(Q,v) reported in this work are the respective rotational

averages of Iinc(Q,t) and Sinc(Q,v) on the sphere jQj ¼ Q. To simulate the

experimental resolutions, the inelastic neutron scattering spectra calculated

from the MD trajectory were broadened by convolution with a Gaussian

resolution function. To investigate the resolution dependence of Sinc(Q,v),

two kinds of Gaussian widths (standard deviations), 200 and 20 meV, were

adopted. The former corresponds to the instrumental resolution of the

LAM40 spectrometer at KEK, Japan, used in our experiments (9). The latter

resolution corresponds to the protein dynamics analyzer (37,38) to be

constructed at J-PARC, Japan. The average value of Sinc(Q,v) calculated

at seven scattering angles ranging from 16.3� to 112.3� was employed here to

compare the results of calculation to that of experiment by LAM40 (9).

Frequency-dependent protein dynamics

In this work, we examine not only Sinc(Q,v) but also other kinds of power

spectra, X(v) and G(v). Here, we show their definitions and mutual relation-

ships. First, we introduce a Q-independent spectrum, X(v), defined as the power

spectrum of the scattering-length weighted coordinate trajectory of atoms:

XðvÞ ¼ 1

3
+
a

b
2

inc;axaðvÞ; (3)

where

xaðvÞ ¼
1

2p

Z N

�N

dt expð�ivtÞÆDrað0Þ � DraðtÞæ

¼ 1

2ptsim

����
Z tsim

0

dt expð�ivtÞDraðtÞ
����

2

; (4)

and tsim is the simulation time length. When not indicated explicitly, summa-

tion in equations is taken over all atoms in the system including both protein

and water molecules. From Eq. 2, Iinc(Q,t) is approximated in the small

Q-region as

IincðQ; tÞ; +
a

b
2

inc;aexp �1

3
ÆjDrað0Þj2æQ2

� �

3 1 1
1

3
ÆDrað0Þ � DraðtÞæQ2

1 � � �
� �

: (5)

Thus, using Eqs. 1 and 3–5, it is shown that X(v) and Sinc(Q,v) have the

following relationship:

XðvÞ ¼ lim
Q/0

SincðQ;vÞ
Q

2 : (6)
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This function is defined for v 6¼ 0. The magnitude of momentum transfer

Q depends on the energy transfer v (39) at each scattering angle and the

average over scattering angles is often employed for better statistics.

Although the Q dependence of Sinc(Q,v) may provide valuable infor-

mation on protein dynamics, only the frequency dependence of Sinc(Q,v)

is discussed indirectly in the ordinary neutron scattering experiments (9).

In the Results and Discussion section, we compare the frequency depen-

dence of X(v) to that of Sinc(Q,v) averaged over seven scattering angles.

The temperature-scaled power spectrum, G(v), is defined as the spectrum

of the mass-weighted coordinate trajectory of atoms. G(v), typically called

density of states, is related to xa(v) as

GðvÞ ¼ 1

kBT
+
a

magaðvÞ

¼ v
2

kBT
+
a

maxaðvÞ;
(7)

gaðvÞ ¼
1

2p

Z N

�N

dt expð�ivtÞÆD_rað0Þ � D_raðtÞæ

¼ 1

2ptsim

����
Z tsim

0

dt expð�ivtÞD_raðtÞ
����

2

; (8)

where kB, T, and ma are the Boltzmann constant, temperature, and mass of the

ath atom, respectively. Because of the equipartition law of energy, G(v)

always satisfies the following condition:

2

Z N

0

dv GðvÞ ¼ Nf ; (9)

where Nf is the total degrees of freedom. Similarly, integration of xa(v) from

v¼ 0 to infinity corresponds to the mean-square fluctuation of the ath atom,

ÆDr2
a æ: Here we decompose ÆDr2

a æ into three parts by the two frequencies,

v1 and v2. Frequency v1 is defined as the frequency at which X(v) has the

lowest minimum below the boson peak (;1 meV). Frequency v2 is selected

to be the minimum frequency of the hydration-independent range of spectral

density X(v) (;4 meV). Components from frequency ranges v # v1,

v1 # v # v2, and v2 # v are considered to be ‘‘low’’, ‘‘boson peak’’, and

‘‘harmonic’’ modes, respectively, as

ÆDr
2

a æ ¼ 2

Z N

0

dvxaðvÞ

¼ 2

Z v1

0

dvxaðvÞ12

Z v2

v1

dvxaðvÞ12

Z N

v2

dvxaðvÞ

¼ ÆDr
2

a ælow 1 ÆDr
2

a æboson 1 ÆDr
2

a æharmonic: (10)

Thus, the scattering length weighted mean-square fluctuation averaged over

protein atoms, ÆDr2æ; is decomposed as

ÆDr
2æ¼

+
a

b2

inc;aÆDr2

a ælow1+
a

b2

inc;aÆDr2

a æboson1+
a

b2

inc;aÆDr2

a æharmonic

+
a

b
2

inc;a

¼
6
R v1

0
dvXðvÞ16

R v2

v1
dvXðvÞ16

RN

v2
dvXðvÞ

+
a

b
2

inc;a

¼ ÆDr
2ælow 1ÆDr

2æboson 1ÆDr
2æharmonic: (11)

Principal component analysis and
effective frequency

PCA (28,29) is performed by diagonalizing the variance-covariance matrix

A, defined as

A¼ ÆqqTæ; (12)

where q is the mass weighted internal displacement of the positional vector

expressed as

q¼ð ffiffiffiffiffiffim1

p
Dx1;

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
m1

p
Dy1;

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
m1

p
Dz1; � � � ;ffiffiffiffiffiffi

mN

p
DxN;

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
mN

p
DyN;

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
mN

p
DzNÞT: (13)

Diagonalization of A gives a diagonal eigenvalue matrix l and an eigen-

vector matrix V. The diagonal elements of l are the variances or mean-square

fluctuations of the corresponding principal components. From the ith

diagonal element of l, it is possible to define an ‘‘effective frequency’’

(28,29), veff
i ; of the ith principal component as

v
eff

i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBT

li

r
: (14)

The effective frequency is the frequency of the harmonic oscillator that

would give the same mean-square fluctuation. Any kind of anharmonic

motion that contributes to mean-square fluctuations of the principal compo-

nents is reflected in the value of the effective frequency. Thus, the effective

frequency is considered to give information on the curvature of the potential

surface.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The incoherent dynamic structure factors, Sinc(Q,v), as a

function of frequency calculated using the results in FHS and

MHS at 100 and 300 K, are shown in Fig. 1. As seen in Fig.

1 a, the calculated spectrum, which was smoothed by con-

voluting a 200-meV resolution function corresponding to the

LAM40 spectrometer, has a broad peak at ;3.5 meV at

100 K in FHS, which is higher than that in MHS (;2 meV).

The peak frequency of the protein boson peak in FHS is

higher than that in MHS at temperatures below 220 K (see

Supplementary Material, Data S1). At 300 K, the protein

boson peak becomes buried in the quasielastic contributions

in FHS but is still observed in MHS. The positions of the peak

in the calculated spectra in Fig. 1 a agree very well with that

of our experiment using the 200-meV resolution instrument

(9). As seen in Fig. 1 b, the high resolution Sinc(Q,v) (width¼
20-meV) shows fine structure in the lower frequencies below

the boson peak except for FHS at 300 K. To observe such fine

structures experimentally, prompt construction of a high

resolution spectrometer is required. In the simulation study of

carboxymyoglobin at 70-meV resolution (13), a sharp peak

around 1 meV was reported at 150 K. We observed three

peaks above 1 meV in both FHS and MHS at 100 K. From the

results in Fig. 1, a and b, we judged that v1 and v2 in Eq. 10

should be 1 and 4 meV, respectively.

From the simulation study, it has been shown that the

protein boson peak appears below the glass-transition tem-

perature when the protein conformation is trapped within a

local energy minimum and that this trapping causes the peak

shift of very low frequency collective motions to higher

frequencies (12). However, neither trapping nor the boson

peak was observed above the glass-transition temperature. In

this study, we observed a boson peak even at 300 K in MHS.
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To confirm that the trapping occurs in MHS at 300 K, we

examined the effective frequency calculated from PCA

against the mode number as shown in Fig. 2. The effective

frequencies in MHS at 300 K are significantly higher, sug-

gesting that protein dynamics are trapped within a local

minimum even at 300 K in MHS.

X(v) and G(v), defined as Eqs. 3 and 7 at 20-meV reso-

lution, are shown in Fig. 1, c and d, respectively. The fre-

quency dependence of X(v) (Fig. 1 c) is similar to that of

Sinc(Q,v) averaged over seven scattering angles (Fig. 1 b) for

all simulation conditions. As discussed in Methods, the av-

eraging of Sinc(Q,v) taken for different scattering angles can

be considered as an operation to effectively deduce the

Q-independent function, X(v).

Compared with the results in MHS, both Sinc(Q,v) (Fig.

1, a and b) and X(v) (Fig. 1 c) in FHS are in good agreement

in the frequency range v . 4 meV at both temperatures. On

the other hand, the shape of G(v) in MHS differs entirely

from that in FHS at both temperatures. This is due to the fact

that the contribution of water to the spectra is negligibly

small in the high frequency region of Sinc(Q,v) and X(v),

whereas it is significantly large in G(v). Fig. 3, a and b,

shows the contribution of protein in G(v) and that of sol-

vent. Here, it should be noted that G(v) satisfies the nor-

malization given by Eq. 9. Let us first compare the spectral

densities between the two models at the same temperature.

For protein G(v) (Fig. 3 a), there is good agreement be-

tween FHS and MHS above 4 meV, indicating that the ef-

fect of the difference in the hydration levels on protein

dynamics does not appear in the frequency range v . 4

meV. However, solvent G(v) in FHS is much larger than in

MHS at all temperatures, as the number of solvent degrees

of freedom in FHS is about six times larger than that in MHS

(Fig. 3 b). Next, we compare the temperature change in each

model. Protein G(v) in FHS at 100 K significantly drops

compared to the results in FHS at 300 K, indicating the

density shift to higher frequency. Interestingly, solvent

G(v) in FHS decreases drastically in low temperature in the

frequency range shown in this figure, corresponding to that

ÆDr2æ of water in FHS at 100 K (0.14 Å2) is much smaller

than that at 300 K (556.6 Å2). In Fig. 3 c, scaled solvent

spectral densities, G(v)/Nsolv, where Nsolv is the number of

FIGURE 1 (a and b) Incoherent dynamic structure fac-

tors, Sinc(Q,v), as a function of frequency, v (0 , v , 10

meV), calculated using the results in FHS (solid line) and

MHS (broken line) at 100 (thin line) and 300 K (thick line).

The spectra were calculated for all atoms in the system and

broadened by convolution with Gaussian resolution func-

tions. Two kinds of Gaussian widths, (a) 200 meV (reso-

lution of LAM 40 spectrometer at KEK) and (b) 20 meV,

were adopted here. (c) The power spectrum of the scatter-

ing-length weighted coordinates, X(v), and (d) the power

spectrum of the mass weighted velocities, G(v), defined as

Eqs. 3 and 7, respectively. The results in FHS (solid line)

and MHS (broken line) at 100 K (thin line) and 300 K (thick
line) are shown. The spectra in c and d were calculated for

all atoms in the system and broadened by convoluting the

Gaussian resolution functions whose width is 20 meV.

FIGURE 2 Effective frequency calculated from PCA averaged over five

2-ns trajectory plotted against mode number. The results in FHS (solid line)

and MHS (broken line) at 100 K (thin line) and 300 K (thick line) are shown.
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degrees of freedom for the solvent, are also shown. G(v)/

Nsolv is comparable at 100 K but considerably different at

300 K between FHS and MHS. It is noted that ÆDr2æ of water

in FHS at 100 K (0.14 Å2) is close to that in MHS (0.19 Å2).

At 300 K, the scaled density in MHS has higher frequency

components than FHS, indicating that a higher fraction of

water molecules in MHS tends to be restricted in their dy-

namics. This result is confirmed by the fact that ÆDr2æ of

water in FHS (556.6 Å2) is one order larger than that in

MHS (25.8 Å2) at 300 K.

As seen in Fig. 3, the large difference of G(v) between

FHS and MHS is due mainly to the solvent contribution, as

the number of water molecules in the system differs by a

factor of six. Although we observe this large shift in G(v), no

large differences are seen in Sinc(Q,v) and X(v) in the fre-

quency ranges v . 4 meV. This actually is due to the fact that

water has no significant contribution to Sinc(Q,v) and X(v) in

the high frequency range. X(v) is proportional to the scat-

tering-length weighted sum of xa(v) over all atoms as seen

from Eq. 3. Since the square value of the atomic scattering

length of proton (b2
H ¼ 6:36 barn) is much larger than that of

other atoms (e.g., b2
D ¼ 0:16 barn), the contribution of proton

atoms dominates X(v). Although the number of D2O mole-

cules in FHS is six times larger than that in MHS, we con-

firmed that the contribution of D2O to X(v) is negligible at

high frequency ranges, 4 , v , 25 meV (see Data S1). It is

noted that the contribution of water to Sinc(Q,v) and X(v) at

;4 meV appears when deuterium atoms of water molecules

are exchanged to proton atoms. Paciaroni et al. observed a

boson peak at ;4 meV in the experimental incoherent neu-

tron scattering spectra of protein hydration water using H2O

as solvent (7). They also observed a boson peak at ;1.5 meV

in the calculated spectra of hydration atoms in protein hy-

dration water (10).

Fig. 4 shows the temperature dependence of ÆDr2ælow;
ÆDr2æboson; and ÆDr2æharmonic defined as Eq. 11 calculated for

protein atoms. As already mentioned, we chose 1 and 4 meV

for v1 and v2. The frequency ranges, v , 1 meV and v . 4

meV correspond to the time ranges of t ¼ 2p/v . 4 ps and

t , 1 ps, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3 a, protein dy-

namics above 4 meV are similar to each other in FHS and

MHS. The temperature dependence of ÆDr2æharmonic is also in

good agreement between FHS and MHS and is almost linear.

Therefore, protein dynamics in the frequency range higher

than 4 meV are considered to be nearly harmonic in both FHS

and MHS, as expected. This is also consistent with previous

works in which the majority of the protein modes are nearly

harmonic in the high frequency range at room temperature

(28,40,41). ÆDr2ælow values in both FHS and MHS are the

smallest among three components at 100 K then become

larger above ;140 K and dominate ÆDr2æ above ;220 K.

ÆDr2ælow in FHS is comparable to that in MHS below 220 K

but much larger above ;220 K. These results are consistent

with the simulation study in which a small number of an-

harmonic collective motions dominate the total fluctuations

and such motions take place at a timescale of �1 ps (28).

Such slow protein motion is considered to be the origin of the

glass-like transition in proteins (42). These results are con-

sistent with the view (43) using PCA, in which the temper-

ature dependence of ÆDr2æ is decomposed according to the

anharmonicity factor (41).

As mentioned, we defined 1 , v , 4 meV as the fre-

quency range of the protein boson peak. The contribution of

ÆDr2æboson to total ÆDr2æ is smaller than the other two com-

ponents in both FHS and MHS at temperatures above 180 K.

Fig. 5, a–d, shows the frequency dependence of xa(v) (Eq. 4)

for the hydrogen atoms connected to a-carbons. It should be

noted that the magnitude at 300 K is scaled by the tempera-

ture ratio of 100 K to 300 K, 1:3. Here, xa(v) is smoothed by

a 20-meV resolution function. The sum of xa(v) over the

hydrogen atoms connected to a-carbons (Ha) are plotted in

Fig. 5, g and h, and the frequency dependence is similar to

FIGURE 3 Calculated spectral densities, G(v), for protein (a) and that for

solvent (b) calculated from MD of FHS (solid line) and MHS (broken line)

in the frequency range 0 , v , 10 meV. (c) Scaled solvent spectral

densities, G(v)/Nsolv, where Nsolv is the number of degrees of freedom in

solvent, are also shown. The results at 100 K (thin line) and 300 K (thick

line) are shown. The spectra were broadened by assuming a frequency re-

solution of 20 meV.
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that over all atoms (X(v) in Fig. 1 c). Sharp peaks between

1 and 2 meV are observed, except in FHS at 300 K. As seen in

Fig. 5, b and d, xa(v) in MHS at 300 K is significantly larger

than that in MHS at 100 K below 2 meV. Jumping-among-

minima motions are expected to take place partly at 300 K. In

the results in FHS at 300 K, peaks between 1 and 2 meV

disappear and quasielastic contributions dominate xa(v) (Fig.

5 c) since anharmonic motions are supposed to occur fre-

quently.

At 100 K, ÆDr2æboson in FHS are smaller than that in MHS,

as shown in Fig. 5 e. The number of hydrogen bonds between

protein and water molecules in FHS (360 bonds per single

protein) is much larger than that in MHS (;170 per sin-

gle protein), suggesting the protein in FHS is more restricted

in dynamics at 100 K; i.e., the difference in ÆDr2æboson at

100 K between FHS and MHS results in the shift of the

protein boson peak (Fig. 1). On the other hand, the magnitude

of ÆDr2æboson in FHS at 300 K is comparable to that in MHS as

shown in Figs. 3 and 5 f. The motions in the frequency range

of the boson peak are distributed over whole protein as shown

in Fig. 5, a–d. In other words, collective motions of protein

contribute to the protein boson peak, which is consistent with

FIGURE 4 Temperature dependence of the decomposed

ÆDr2æ averaged over protein atoms (Eq. 11) using the results

in (a) FHS and (b) MHS at six temperatures ranging from

100 to 300 K. The contributions from the low-frequency

dynamics lower than 1 meV, ÆDr2ælow; (circles) that form

the frequencies ranging from 1 to 4 meV, ÆDr2æboson;

(triangles) and that form the high-frequency dynamics

higher than 4 meV, ÆDr2æharmonic; (squares) are plotted.

FIGURE 5 (a�d) The frequency dependence of the

mean-square fluctuations of the Ha atoms, xa(v), in Eq. 4

are drawn as two-dimensional contour plots. The results in

FHS at (a) 100 K and (c) 300 K and those in MHS (b)

100 K and (d) 300 K are shown. (e�h) Residue dependence

of ÆDr2
a æboson of these atoms calculated by Eq. 10 at (e)

100 K (thin line) and (f) 300 K (thick line) are shown. The

sums of xa(v) over the hydrogen atoms connected to

a-carbons in (g) FHS (solid line) and (h) MHS (broken

line) are shown as a function of frequency. Here, the values

at 300 K are scaled by 1/3 for comparison with the results at

100 K. A diagram of the secondary structure of SNase is

shown in e and f, with boxes for a-helices and triangles for

b-sheets.
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the views from the experiments of Kataoka and colleagues

(8) and the simulations of Tarek and Tobias (11) and Kurkal-

Siebert and Smith (13).

Finally, we discuss the frequency dependence of X(v) of

protein at frequencies lower than 1 meV. Interestingly, a

linear relationship between the logarithm of X(v) and that of

v is seen in the frequency range between 0.002 meV and 0.1

meV for all simulation conditions in Fig. 6. Here, no reso-

lution function is applied to the spectra. Thus, X(v) in this

frequency range can be approximated as

XðvÞ¼ A

v
a; (15)

where A and a depend on the simulation conditions. When

only the protein contribution was considered (Fig. 6 b),

differences in a values are not particularly large. However,

the contribution of water molecules is significantly large as

seen in the a value difference between 100 and 300 K in

FHS. As mentioned, the contribution from a proton

(b2
H ¼ 6:36 barn) to X(v) is much larger than that of a

deuterium (b2
D ¼ 0:16 barn). The total numbers of protons

and deutriums in the system are comparable (3688 and 4824,

respectively). The significant contribution from water is due

to the bulk-like water at 300 K in FHS. A total of 95% of

water molecules have mean-square fluctuations two orders

greater than the average value of the proton in the protein. In

the very low frequency region, these bulk-like water mole-

cules contribute to X(v) significantly. In other cases, the

protein contribution mostly determines the A and a values.

A 1=va trend was also found for the Fourier transformed

autocorrelation function of the potential energy functions

of plastocyanin at frequencies between ;0.4 and ;4 meV

(44) and for Sinc(Q,v) of lysozyme at frequencies between

;0.01 and ;0.4 meV (45). The fractional Brownian dynam-

ics model is discussed in both cases (44,45), considering the

fractality of the energy landscape. Here, we found a 1=va

trend in the lower frequency range v , ;0.01 meV. Protein

dynamics, which occur on a much longer than nanosecond

timescale, are related to function and are expected to be

investigated from the combination of simulations and exper-

iment.

To summarize, the protein boson peak is observed in the

frequency range 1–4 meV at 100 K in both the minimal and

FHS. Protein motions with frequencies higher than 4 meV are

shown to undergo almost harmonic motion in both states at

all temperatures simulated, whereas those with frequencies

lower than 1 meV dominate the total fluctuations above

220 K and contribute to the origin of the glass-like transition.

At 300 K, the protein boson peak becomes buried in the

quasielastic contributions in the FHS but is still observed in

the MHS. The peak frequency of the protein boson peak in

the MHS is lower than that in the FHS at 100 K. These results

are consistent with our experiment (9). Protein motions,

which contribute to the protein boson peak, are collective

motions expanding over the whole protein. The protein bo-

son peak is observed when protein dynamics are trapped

within a local minimum of its energy surface. The fine

structure of the dynamics structure, Sinc(Q,v), is expected to

be detected by the experiment if a high resolution instrument

(,;20 meV) is developed in the near future.
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